Wovenware is the fastest growing IT Consulting Company in Puerto Rico and we are hiring!

**Senior Java Developer**

As a **Senior Java Developer** you will have fundamental participation within the full software development life-cycle. Role includes assistance in defining project’s scope and deliverables; conceptualize, design, construct, and test portions of Java solutions by applying appropriate software development methodologies.

**Position Requirements:**

- Bachelor Degree in Engineering or Computer Science
- More than three (3) years of hands-on experience with professional experience in the development and implementation of Java business applications.
- Exceptional written, verbal, and interpersonal communication skills with both technical and non-technical audiences.
- Strong desire to drive innovation
- Passionate about working with the latest technologies.
- Minimum Technical Skills: Java, J2EE, Object Oriented Design, Web Services, SQL
- Plus Technical Skills: C#, Spring Framework, Hibernate, MS SQL, Oracle, DB2

**IF INTERESTED, SEND YOUR RESUME NOW TO** [JOBS@WOVENWARE.COM](mailto:JOBS@WOVENWARE.COM)

**OR VIA FAX TO** (787)721-7412